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The oxidation of nitrite anion within an aqueous atmospheric droplet may be a sink for HONO in the lower atmosphere. An
optical trap with Raman spectroscopy is used to demonstrate that the oxidation of aqueous nitrite anion in levitated, micron
sized, aqueous droplets by gas-phase ozone is consistent with bulk aqueous-phase kinetics and diffusion. There is no evidence
of an enhanced or retarded reaction at the droplet surface at the concentrations used in the experiment or likely to be found in the
atmosphere. The oxidation of nitrite in an aqueous droplet by gas-phase ozone does not cause the droplet to hygrodynamically
change in size and demonstrates use of an optical trap as a wall-less reactor to measuring aqueous-phase rate coefficients.
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Introduction

The photolysis of nitrate and nitrite in aqueous aerosol, rain,
fog and snow is a source of atmospheric aqueous hydroxyl
radical in atmospheric waters[e.g. 1–7 ] and may be important
in the oxidation of aqueous organic matter on atmospheric aoerosol [e.g. 1 ]. It has been suggested that there may be enhanced photolysis at the interface 8,9 owing to preferential solvation of nitrate anion at the air-water interface to the bulk.
The surface of an aqueous solution of nitrite anion may be enhanced or depleted in nitrite anions, the evidence is not conclusive: Brown et al. 10 experimentally demonstrate that nitrite
anion is depleted in the top 2-3nm of the 3M aqueous solution; whilst Otten et al. 11 experimentally demonstrate there
is a strong surface adsorption of a sodium nitrite ion pair at
the air-water interface of a molar solution of sodium nitrite.
It is the aim of the work presented here to demonstrate that
the propensity (or depletion) of nitrite anion at the air-water
interface of a micron sized aqueous droplet does not effect its
atmospherically important oxidation by gas-phase ozone and
to demonstrate that the oxidation by aqueous nitrite in micron
sized droplets by gas-phase ozone is consistent with the liquid
phase diffusion and reaction of ozone and no surface reaction
is needed to explain the kinetics.
The oxidation of nitrite anion by ozone,
NO−
2(aq) + O3(aq)
a

→

NO−
3(aq) + O2(aq)

(1)
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is important in the atmospheric chemistry of nitrite, e.g. 12 ,
water treatment with ozone, e.g. 13–15 , and potentially in snow
and ice photochemistry, e.g. 16,17 . The heterogeneous reaction
was studied in a micron-sized aqueous droplet of sodium nitrite suspended in an optical trap in a gaseous background of
humidified dilute ozone and air and studied by Raman spectroscopy. The optical trap allows the reaction to be studied
in the spherical morphology found in the atmosphere, i.e. not
touching any experimental support. 16,18–20 The volume of the
droplet is controlled by the chemistry and size of the droplet
and any large change in the size is atmospherically relevant
and can be measured. The secondary aim of the work is to
demonstrate that accurate measurement of aqueous-phase rate
constants can be performed in tiny aqueous droplets held in an
optical trap by laser Raman Tweezers. Such wall-less reaction
vessels offer a unique experimental apparatus.

2

Experimental/Method

The trapping of the particle, reaction and particle production
will be explained in three separate sections
2.1

Laser Tweezer Trapping

The laser tweezer, or optical, trap was formed by focussing
a collimated 514.5 nm wavelength Ar-ion laser beam (Coherent Innova 90-5-UV) through a ×63, NA 1.2 water immersion objective mounted on a Leica DM-IRB microscope 19 .
The laser power for trapping was ∼9 mW at the focal plane.
Raman spectral signal from the droplet was collected, in a
backscattering geometry, using the same objective lens as used
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for optical trapping. After passing a notch filter the signal
was directed through a spectrometer (Acton Research Corporation SP2500i, 1200 groove grating blazed at 500 nm)
and recorded on a CCD (Princeton Instruments Spec10:400
BR/LN). The resolution on the detector was 1.006 rel cm−1
per pixel. Where rel cm−1 is the spectroscopic wavenumber from the Ar-ion laser at 514.5nm. Background Raman
signal was acquired under identical conditions, but without
a droplet, and was subtracted from the droplet spectra. The
spectrograph was calibrated by comparison with the Raman
spectra of toluene (Sigma-Aldrich, spectrophotometric grade).
Raman spectra were taken of bulk solutions of sodium nitrite and sodium nitrate to determine the peak position due to
each species. The nitrite peak occurred at ∼ 1049 rel cm−1 ,
which concurs with literature 21 , and the nitrate peak occurred
at ∼ 1333 rel cm−1 , which concurs with literature 22–26 .
2.2

Experimental

The production of particles and gas-phase ozone is similar to
our previous studies 27–29 . Briefly, the particles of aqueous nitrite were trapped in an aluminium trapping cell (volume ∼
7cm3 ) with two windows of borosilcate cover slips for entry
and exit of the trapping laser. Gases and particles were fed
into and out of the chamber via two 14 inch tubes. The gas flow
through the cell was a mixture of humidified nitrogen and dry
oxygen at ambient pressure. The nitrogen gas-flow was humidified by bubbling through pure water at ambient temperature to produce a flow with a relative humidity of > 95% and
assumed to be 100%. The combined flow of nitrogen and oxygen was 13.8 % v/v oxygen with a relative humidty of ∼ 86%
and a total flow rate of 64.5±2.5 ml min−1 (the oxygen flow
was 8.9 ± 0.2 ml min−1 ) . Ozone was generated using a commercial ozoniser by photolysis of a flow of molecular oxygen
with UV radiation from a mercury pen-ray lamp. The amount
of ozone was controlled by shielding and un-shielding the
lamp with an aluminium tube. The efficiency of the ozoniser
and thus the concentration of ozone was calculated off-line by
recording the UV-Vis spectra of the ozone produced and fitting to a known UV-Vis absorption cross-section 30 . Ozone
mixing ratios of 6.8–30.9 ppm were used in the experiments
described here. Repeat experiments were performed with the
ozoniser switched off to ensure the decrease in nitrite anion
concentration was due to reaction with ozone and not molecular oxygen. Analysis of the slow reaction between oxygen and
nitrite anion allowed a rate constant to be estimated.
2.3

Particle production and reaction

Particles of aqueous sodium nitrite were produced by the ultrasonic nebulisation of solutions of 14.0 and 25.0 g L−1 (0.20
and 0.36 mol L−1 ) sodium nitrite and blown gently into trap2|
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ping chamber with air. The nebuliser was switched on and
would remain on until a particle trapped in the laser focus and
had grown to a size of ∼2-20 µm (but typically 7–12 µm
for data presented here) by collisions with the trapped particle. The remaining particles in the cell were removed by
air/nitrogen flow and collisions with the wall of the trapping
cell within a minute. 19,20 The kinetic experiment begun almost
immediately with Raman spectra co-added for 10 seconds and
an optical image of the particle recorded every 60 seconds.

3

Kinetic Analysis

The rate of loss of nitrite anion (and the matching rate of production of nitrate anion) in an aqueous droplet depends on
the concentration (and radial concentration profile) of ozone
within the aqueous droplet. Thus the transport and reaction
of ozone will be important i.e. gas-phase diffusion of ozone,
surface accommodation, liquid-phase diffusion of the ozone.
Section 3.1 highlights the important rate limiting processes
and calculates the characteristic length scales for transport and
reaction. Section 3.2 describes the application of analysis of
Smith et al. 31 to determine a second order bimolecular rate
equations for reaction 1 and section 3.3 corrects the rate constant determined in section 3.2 for ionic strength of the nitrite
droplet.
3.1

Characteristic Times

Table 1 details the characteristic times for the different processes in the transport and reaction of ozone with a suspended
droplet of aqueous nitrite solution 32 . Table 1 demonstrates the
slowest process is the liquid-phase diffusion of ozone and that
the diffuso-reactive length, l is an order of magnitude smaller
than a typical radius of 5 µm.
3.2

Determination of the bimolecular rate coefficient

Smith et al. 31 demonstrated and described the mathematical framework for studying the uptake of gaseous species
on liquid-phase reactants by considering the loss of the condensed phase species (nitrite anion in the example presented
here). The significant advantage of their techniques is the nonreactive uptake of the gas-phase species is not confused with
the reactive uptake. As shown in Table 1 the diffuso-reactive
length, l, is less by a factor of 20 (closer to 40) than the particle’s radius of 5 µm and the uptake coefficient can be calculated as the diffusion-limited special case 31 i.e. the ozone
reacts close to the surface of the particle and rate of reaction
proceeds at the rate of ozone diffusion into the droplet. Smith
et al 31 derive the following relationship:

Table 1 The characteristic times for chemical reaction and transport
in the oxidation of nitrite anion by gas-phase O3 . The following
values have been used in this work: The diffusion constant for ozone
in water, Dl , is estimated from the diffusion constant for oxygen in
water as 2.1 × 10−9 m2 s−1 , 33 , with a mass accommodation
coefficient, α, for ozone on an aqueous solution of 1 × 10−2 , 30 the
average molecular speed, ν̄ is 470 ms−1 the rate coefficient for
reaction 1, k, is 3.7 × 105 dm3 mol−1 s−1 , 34 , a typical initial
concentration of nitrite anion was taken as 0.36 mol dm−3 , typical
droplet radius is 5 µm, the diffusion coefficient of ozone in gas, Dl ,
is 1.76 × 10−5 m2 s−1 , 33 . A Henry’s law coefficient, H, for aqueous
solution corrected for ion concentration and temperature is
10.32 mol m−3 atm−1 , for a nitrite concentration of 0.36 mol dm−3
(and 11.04 mol m−3 atm−1 for a nitrite concentration of
0.20 mol dm−3 ) 30 . A gas constant, R, of
8.205 ×10−5 m3 atm K−1 mol−1 for a temperature of 298 K is used.
Quantity
Diffuso-reactive length
Gas-phase diffusion
of ozone
Accommodation
Liquid-phase diffusion
of ozone
Reaction

s

Characteristic dimension
0.12 µm

3.4

r2
π 2 Dg

144 ns

The presence of molecular oxygen in excess of ozone requires
the study of the kinetics of the reaction of molecular oxygen
with the aqueous nitrite anion to ensure the loss of nitrite anion is due to reaction with ozone and not molecular oxygen.
Nitrite anion reacts slowly with molecular oxygen 37 . Experiments were performed with the ozoniser switched off to determine the effect of oxygen on nitrite anion oxidation and determined if the reaction of nitrite anion with oxygen influences
the determination of the nitrite reaction with ozone.

2
Dl ( 4HRT
α ν̄ )

∼ 100 ps
1.2 ms

1
k[NO−
2]

7.3 µs

r2
π 2 Dl

√
[NO−
3P(O3 )H Dl k
2 ]t
t
= 1− q
[NO−
2 ]t=0
2r [NO− ]

(2)

[NO−
2 ]t
[NO−
2 ]t=0

versus t, for individual particles will give a
√
3P(O )H D k
straight line with gradient √3 − l and intercept 1. Plot2r

Reaction with Oxygen

2

where [NO−
2 ]t is the concentration of nitrite anion at time,
t in the aqueous droplet and P(O3 ) is the partial pressure of
gas-phase ozone, all other variables defined in table 1. Thus
−
for individual
r droplets by measuring [NO2 ]t with time, t, and

[NO2 ]t=0

3P(O3 )H
ting these gradients for individual particles versus √
−
√ 2r [NO2 ]t=0
will yield a straight line with a gradient equal to Dl k i.e. giving the rate coefficient, k for reaction 1. A value of k similar
to the literature value will confirm that the reaction can be explained by liquid phase kinetics and diffusion and no surface
excess or depletion of nitrite needs to be invoked.

3.3

where b0 is treated as an empirical constant. A value of b0
was estimated by fitting equation 3 to the data of Lagrange et
al. 36 for the oxidation of sulphur by ozone in aqueous solution.
A value of b0 = 1.25 ± 0.031dm3 mol−1 was determined. Thus
for an ionic strength of ∼0.36 mole dm−3 the rate constant
would be a factor of 1.56 (1.55–1.58) larger than expected for
an ionic strength of zero. The value of b0 should be viewed
as an estimate and the uncertainties in the values of b0 much
larger than the statistical values quoted.

Estimate
q
Dl
l = k[NO
−
]

2 t=0

plotting

should be corrected zero ionic strength for comparison with
any literature value. Laidler 35 detail how the rate coefficient,
k at ionic strength, I, can be related to the rate constant at zero
ionic strength, k0
0
k
= e−b I
(3)
k0

Correction for Ionic strength

The ionic strength of the nebulised droplet is large relative to
the typical ionic strength measured in other studies determining the rate constants for reaction 1 as shown in table 3. Thus
the rate coefficient determined by the analysis in section 3.2

4

Results

The results will be split into sections describing the results
of the reaction of nitrite with ozone (section 4.1) and oxygen
(section 4.2).
4.1

Reaction with ozone

Figure 1 demonstrates the loss of nitrite anion, and the consequent increase in nitrate anion in a 11.5 µm aqueous droplet.
Figure 1 demonstrates that at the start of the reaction the
droplet already contains some nitrate anion probably owing to
either impurity in sodium nitrite salt or to the oxidation of the
nitrite by oxygen present in the air during the ultrasonic nebulisation process that delivers aerosol to the trapping chamber. The data in figure 1 is replotted in figure 2 demonstrating
the linear relationship expected from equation 2 and that the
decay of nitrite anion concentration within the droplet is consistent with slow aqueous diffusion and relatively prompt reaction with ozone. Other processes limiting the kinetics such
as surface-only reaction or loss of nitrite not limited by diffusion of ozone would display a exponential decay in figure 1 31 .
In all, nine droplets were studied to completion, and plotted
in a similar manner to figure 2 to determine the gradient as
1–8 | 3

Table 3 Comparison of previous measurements of the rate constant
for the aqueous reaction of nitrite anion by aqueous ozone, reaction
(1).

[Nitrite] (

) or [Nitrate] (

) / mol L

-1

0.25

0.20

Study
This Study
Damschen and Martin 38
Hoigne et al. 39
Garland et al. 40
Penkett 41
Liu et al 42

0.15
[Nitrate]
[Nitrite]
Equation 2

0.10

Ionic Strength
/ mol L−1
0.2 and 0.36
(3 − 20) × 10−4
∼ 10−4
∼ 10−4
∼ 10−4
∼ 0.5

Rate constants for reaction 1
k / L mol−1 s−1
(3.3±0.32) × 105
(5.0 ± 1.0) × 105
(3.7 ± 0.5) × 105
3.3 × 105
(1.60 ± 0.13) × 105
(5.83 ± 0.04) × 104

0.05

gen (open circles). Reaction 1 does change the hygrodynamic
properties of the particles.
0.00
0
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1.0

( [NO2-]t / [NO2-]t=0)

nitrite anion to time using equation 2, i.e.

[NO−
2 ]t
[NO−
2 ]t=0

0.5

Fig. 1 The loss of nitrite(filled circles) and growth in nitrate (open
circles) with time in a 11.5 µm droplets subjected to a ∼ 12 ppm
atmosphere of ozone. The solid line is a fitrof the concentration of
= 1 −Ct,

where C is determined empirically√from the gradient of the graph
3P(O )H D k
(figure 2) and set equal to √ 3 − l .
2r

[NO2 ]t=0

shown in table 2. The gradient is equal to

3P(O3 )H
2r

√

4|

Dl k

[NO−
2 ]t=0

and

0.4

0.2

2r

1–8

0.6

√

3P(O3 )H
√
will yield a straight
−
√ [NO2 ]t=0
line with a gradient equal to Dl k. The gradient of figure 3
√
1
5
is equal to Dl k and (1.0388±0.102)×10−3 m 2 s mol− 2 (The
uncertainty represents 1 standard deviation of the fit). Using
a value of Dl of 2.1 × 10−9 m2 s−1 , 33 , gives a phenomenological rate constant k of 5.14±0.52 L mol−1 s−1 . The uncertainty is propagated uncertainty (two standard deviations)
from the statistic uncertainty in fitting a straight line to the
data in figure 3. Correcting the value of the rate constant
for the effects of ionic strength of the solution according to
section 3.3 gives a value of the second-order rate constant
for reaction 1 of 3.29±0.32 L mol−1 s−1 . Comparison of
the bimolecular rate constant determined in this work (k =
3.29±0.32 L mol−1 s−1 ) with the literature values for same
reaction in bulk solution are (contained in table 3) demonstrate
excellent agreement suggesting that any surface enhancement
of nitrate anion or depletion of nitrite anion at the droplet surface would have no measurable effect on the oxidation of nitrite anion in aqueous aerosol by gas-phase ozone.
The size of the droplet during reaction is plotted in Figure 4 during oxidation by either ozone (filled circles) or oxy-

plotting the gradient versus
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r
Fig. 2 The data in figure 1 presented as

[NO−
2 ]t
[NO−
2 ]t=0

versus reaction

time, t. The linear relationship demonstrates a diffusion limited √
3P(O )H D k
regime. The gradient of the linear regression is equal to √ 3 − l
2r

4.2

[NO2 ]t=0

Reaction with oxygen

The reaction between molecular oxygen and nitrite anion is
slow and does not unduly effect the determination of the rate
constant for reaction 1 between the nitrite anion and ozone.
The diffusion of oxygen within the droplet is fast relative to
reaction of nitrite anion with oxygen, i.e. the diffuso-reactive
length is much greater than the particle radius. Thus the decay
of nitrite and growth in nitrate can be seen at much slower rate
in the absence of ozone and by the presence of oxygen within

Table 2 Experimental data from the nine droplets studied in detail reacting with ozone
[NO−
2]
/ mol

L−1

0.36
0.36
0.36
0.36
0.36
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20

3P(O3 )H
√
−

P(O3 )

Droplet

Gradient

Henry’s Law

/ ppm

diameter

coefficient

/ mol 2 m 2

30.9
30.9
30.9
30.9
30.9
6.76
6.76
6.76
6.76

/ µm
11.9
6.60
10.4
9.80
12.0
9.30
8.60
10.7
10.3

√
3P(O3 )H Dl k
√ −
2r [NO2 ]t=0
/ 10−3 s−1

/ m3 mol−1 atm−1
10.32
10.32
10.32
10.32
10.32
11.04
11.04
11.04
11.04

4.224
7.617
4.833
5.129
4.189
1.689
1.827
1.469
1.526

2.96
9.12
3.21
4.76
6.62
1.07
2.00
1.41
1.68

2r

[NO2 ]t=0
1

5

12

10

12

-3

3P(O3)H√Dlk / 2r√[NO2 ]t=0 / 10 s

-1

14

8

-

Diameter / µm

10
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8
6
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4
2
2
0
0
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3P(O3)H / 2r√[NO2 ]t=0 / mol

m
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Fig. 3 The
√ gradients of plots such as figure 2 and equal to
3P(O )H
3P(O3 )H Dl k
√ −
are plotted against the calculated values of √ 3 −
2r [NO2 ]t=0
2r [NO2 ]t=0
√
(see table 3) and yield a straight line with a gradient equal to Dl k.
Errors bars are propagated uncertainty.

the air. Similar slower experiments to figure 1 were recorded
and displayed in figure 5. The following kinetic equation 31 ,
with diffusion fast relative to a slow liquid-phase reaction was
fitted to the data in figure 5
[NO−
2 ]t
= e−P(O2 )Hkt
[NO−
]
2 t=0

500

(4)

A value of P(O2 )Hk = (8.56 ± 0.431) × 10−4 s−1 was determined. The bimolecular rate constant between dissolved
oxygen and nitrite is ∼5.2 L mol−1 s−1 using a value of

Fig. 4 Measured diameter of aqueous droplet of aqueous nitrite
solution during oxidation by ozone (filled circles) and oxygen (open
circles).

H ∼1.2 mol m−3 atm−1 corrected for ion concentration and
temperature 30 .
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Discussion

The discussion will focus on the experimental uncertainty,
comparison to literature and the atmosphere implications.
5.1

Experimental uncertainty

The uncertainty reported on the rate coefficient for reaction 1
is a statistical uncertainty derived from the fitting of the exper1–8 | 5

presented here with at least one of the previous bulk studies 38
and not change the conclusion that any surface enhancement
or depletion of nitrite at the droplet surface has any perceptible effect on the oxidation of nitrite in aqueous aerosol by
gas-phase ozone.

1.2

[Nitrite]t / [Nitrite]t=0

1.0

0.8

5.3
0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0
0

500

1000

1500

Time / seconds

Fig. 5 The decay of nitrite anion within an aqueous droplet owing
to reaction with molecular oxygen.The solid line is equation 4 fitted
to the experimental points.

imental data in figure 2. The largest source of uncertainty in
the derived rate coefficient is probably due to the value of b0 as
discussed in section 5.2 but even ignoring this correction for
ionic strength would not change the conclusion of the study
presented here. Further uncertainty in the concentrations of
nitrite anion and ozone are not propagated into the uncertainty
of the determination of the rate coefficient but are considered
small compared with the reported statistic uncertainties.
5.2

The concentrations used in this study may be large compared
to atmospheric concentrations (see section 5.5) and such concentrations were necessitated by three issues: Raman spectroscopy not being a sensitive technique, the ability to record
the kinetics in a reasonable length of time, and conducting the
experiment with a small diffuso-reactive length. Ideally the
diffuso-reactive length would have been smaller for the study
described here i.e. a few nm instead of ∼ 0.1 µm. The surface depletion or enhancement of nitrite anion is suggested
to be important at a film depth of ∼ 3 nm. However this
would require an increase in nitrite anion concentration of a
factor of ∼1000 (see table 1) to achieve. The concentration
of nitrite anion in these experiments is already a factor of 103
larger than that found in atmospheric hydrometers (see table
4). The results from this experiment show that the surface depletion or enhancement in the concentration of nitrite anion at
the air-water interface is not important in the oxidation of nitrite by ozone at laboratory concentration and would therefore
not be important at the lower concentrations found in the atmosphere. The agreement of the rate coefficient for reaction 1
as highlighted in section 5.2 with the literature values in table 5.2 does not suggest that the large concentrations of nitrite
and ozone used in this study are detrimental to the aims of the
study. It should be noted that in the atmosphere evaporating
aerosol may form extremely concentrated solutions.

Interpreting the results compared to literature

The rate coefficient for reaction 1 determined in this work is
(k = 3.3±0.32 L mol−1 s−1 ). Table 3 contains a comparison
with the literature values measured in bulk and the agreement
with previous literature studies is excellent. The concentration
of nitrite anion used in the study is large compared to concentrations of nitrite anion measured in atmospheric cloud water
and dew/fog (e.g. 12,43–45 ) and thus the rate coefficient for reaction 1 has to be corrected by a factor of 1.56 (see section 3.3).
The factor of 1.56 was estimated from a similar aqueous phase
reaction of ozone, and may not be accurate. However values
of b0 calculated from the same study 36 for different ions suggest different, but similar values of b0 . The previous determination of the rate constant for reaction 1 by Liu et al. 42 was
performed at similar ionic strength to the study presented here
and agrees well with the phenonomological rate constant reported in section 4.1. Ignoring the correction to the rate coefficient for reaction 1 would still provide agreement of the study
6|

Comment on the large concentrations used in this
study
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5.4

Comparison with the surface excess of aqueous nitrate solutions

Studies of the nitrate anion at the air-water interface 46–50 have
shown an excess and a depletion of nitrate anion at the air
water interface. However with the present state of knowledge
the behaviour of the nitrate anion and nitrite anion at the airwater interface cannot be compared.
5.5

Atmospheric implications

Lammel and Cape 12 provide an overview of typical concentrations of nitrite anion found in atmosphere waters i.e. particles (∼ 0.01 − 1 ppbv), cloud water (∼ 0.01 − 50 µmol dm−3 )
and fog (∼ 2 − 500 µmol dm−3 ). with more recent measurements in the Amazon 51 , Japan 52 , Seoul 53 , Chile 45 , India 54 ,
the Arctic 55 , USA 56–58 and Europe 43,44,59–61 . Nitrite in atmospheric waters is important for (a) its involvement in the

multi-phase conversion of NOx to Nitrous acid, HONO, which
is an important source of atmospheric OH (e.g. 12,62–65 ), (b) as
a photolytic source of aqueous hydroxyl radical (e.g. 1–7 ) and
(c) its involvement in the nitration of phenols to produce air
toxins 66,67 . An uptake coefficient for gas-phase ozone (owing
to reaction with nitrite) on our experimental droplet may be
estimated using equation 5 from 31
γ=

4HRT √
Dk
c̄

q

NO−
2

(5)

to give a value of about 3 × 10−5 . Table 4 estimates the
uptake of ozone on aqueous droplets due to reaction with nitrite anion for some common atmospheric particle containing
atmospheric waters using equation 6 from 31
γ=

4HRT r  − 
k NO2
c̄ 3

(6)

Pruppacher and Klett 68 suggest that particles that make up
fogs have radii of 1.25 to tens of µm and a mean value of 510 µm, but inspection of their figure 2-4 on page 13 suggest
the drop concentration distribution of fog droplets may be bimodal with typical radi around 1 and 15 µm. For clouds Pruppacher and Klett 68 note that the number distribution of cloud
droplet diameters tends to become more smaller, more numerous and more homogenous in size in the order: orographic,
stratus, marine cumulus and continental cumulus. Typical
sizes for these cloud droplets have been taken from figure 2-11
in Pruppacher and Klett 68 .
The uptake coefficient is small but noticeably larger for fog
particles. Rubio et al. 45 noted that the high concentration of
nitrate anion found in fog particle relative to cloud may be a
source of hydroxyl radical to the atmosphere.

6

Conclusions

The work presented here has demonstrated that any surface
excess or depletion of nitrite anion at the air-water interface
of an aqueous droplet does not effect the rate of oxidation of
nitrite by gas-phase ozone. The work also demonstrates the
use of laser Raman Tweezers and optical trapping for the simultaneous study of the particle morphology and kinetics for
heterogenous reactions of atmospheric importance in a “wallless” apparatus.
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